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ICM TECHNOLOGY



We manufacture and provide cutting-edge construction materials and nanomaterial
products. Featuring unsurpassed energy efficiency, our product line has
been developed to meet all the requirements of the modern-day construction.
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ABOUT US



ICM Technology manufactures and provides cutting-edge construction materials and nanomaterial products. Featuring unsurpassed energy efficiency, our product line has been developed to meet all requirements of the modern-day construction. Our high quality yet cost-effective concrete and nanomaterial products use a unique patented technology that helps reduce construction time and keeps costs low. ICM Tech products yield high-quality constructions with unique energy saving properties.











Vision



To improve infrastructure through meaningful innovations and continuous emphasis on meeting the needs of our clients without losing sight of value, environment, and society. To foster an internal environment of innovation, collaboration, and trust.











Mission



Our primary mission is to advance the frontiers of construction experience and enrich as well as elevate the citizens of Thailand, ASEAN, and the World, to conduct ourselves with integrity and live up to our company values and to contribute towards the growth of an increasingly discerning market and industry while and achieving customer satisfaction not only for outstanding workmanship, but also for quality, concept functionality, and style.











Values



We believe that putting our values into practice creates long-term benefits
for the shareholders, customers, employees, suppliers, and the communities
we serve. We want our decisions and actions to demonstrate these values.



We take responsibility for QUALITY
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 We take 

 responsibilities for QUALITY
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 We deliver 

 CUSTOMER satisfaction 
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 We provide LEADERSHIP 

 as a company and as individuals 
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 We act with 

 INTEGRITY in all we do 
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 We regard our SUPPLIERS 

 as essential team members 





















Production



We believe that putting our values into practice creates long-term benefits
for the shareholders, customers, employees, suppliers, and the communities
we serve. We want our decisions and actions to demonstrate these values.



















PRODUCTS
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EnergyX Wall™ is a REVOLUTIONARY 100% Waterproof, Dehumidifying & Drying Energy Efficient Smart-Hybrid Wall that reduce saponification and fungus growth to create a healthy and comfortable living.
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NEOBlock™ construction blocks use our proprietary interlock technology named ‘Link N Lock’ which allows quick installation with no special labor skills required.
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NEO-SMART Lintel™ Create an Effective Heat dispersing wall system (Energy Wall) by using the NEO-SMART Lintel™ when constructing your wall.
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NEOPlast™ is a Revolutionary Waterproof, Dehumidifying & Drying System in the form of plaster mortar. This innovative product replaces the need for regular plastering that requires additional waterproofing membrane or additives.
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NEOBath™ prefab bathroom units are constructed using Crystal Krete™ (our proprietary innovative concrete formula) and through an advanced manufacturing process.
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NEOFence™ are quick and easy installable prefabricated concrete fences, extraordinarily cost-effective and available in multiple designs.
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Crystal Krete™ is a proprietary innovative concrete formula with outstanding capabilities that induces a crystallization composition which seals capilliaries and cracks in concrete and becomes an integral part of the concrete thus making it permanently waterproof.
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Elastic Stone™ A unique stone finishing material created with Patented Technology. Multi-layer material, face layer consists of natural stone marble. Easily bent to 180 degrees, allowing you to install it on angular or radial surfaces.
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Skytrack™ A glow-in-the-dark product that can be applied to virtually any pavement surface to provide energy-free lighting once night falls. The material absorbs light during the day to create a luminous glow at night.
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Twilight™ A glow in the dark DIY glass tiles for all your whimsical creative ideas.
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Nanophos leading nanotechnology concrete treatment products that give solutions to everyday problems. They come in a wide range of water proofing, self-cleaning and restoration products to suit all types concrete, stones, woods and metal surfaces.
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TarMAX™ 'Prefabricated asphalt flooring' is a safety innovation that makes complicated driveway and road asphalt application a thing of the past. This easy to use method does not require large and heavy machinery. JUST PEEL AND LAY IT ON THE SURFACE INSTANTLY
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Polyurethane Injections system 
High-Performance PU Injections - Effective Grouting Solutions To Control Leakages.
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Introducing Soon!



Lumikrete™ Translucent Concrete (also: light-transmitting concrete) is a concrete based building material with light-transmissive properties due to embedded light optical elements.
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Coming Soon!



Dumpbags is more than a to go dumpster it is also a waste sorting & recycle solution.
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Coming Soon!



Space Dek™ is a biaxial technology that increases the length of the sections and makes the floors thinner by reducing the weight and at the same time maintaining the performance of reinforced concrete slabs.
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Coming Soon!



Skyblock™ a smart powered LED lighted concrete block can be an attractive and practical technique for lighting pavements and other paved areas. “SKYBLOCK” can be controlled by Application on your phone and can adjust the color and mode of light.
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Coming Soon!



Aqualamina™ is the ICM’s system for creating an exposed waterproofing layer that does not require tiling. The product creates a strong and continuous surface with exceptional technical properties.
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Coming Soon!



Hexapods™ A Prefabricated Mobile Concrete Pod that allows you to creata a living space almost instantly. These prefabricated HEXAPODS com with designer interior to fit all budgets.


























VIDEOS
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Completed Project References




FRANKIE’S INN
JOMTIEN, PATTAYA
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SINGHA CORPORATION

SAMSEN, BANGKOK DISTRIBUTION CENTER
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SINGHA CORPORATION

FOOD INNOVATION CENTER, PATHUMTHANI
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SAMSOONG CONSTRUCTION

TOYOTA SHOWROOM, LOPBURI
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SAMSOONG CONSTRUCTION

NISSAN SHOWROOM, BANGNA-TRAD
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SAMSOONG CONSTRUCTION

CHEVROLET SHOWROOM, BANGPLEE
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SAMSOONG CONSTRUCTION

HINO SHOWROOM, PATHUM THANI
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POLAR ARCHITECT

BW RECREATIONAL CENTER, OM NOI
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POLAR ARCHITECT

PRIVATE RESIDENCE, BANGKOK
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A SPACE

DIVALUX RESORT & SPA, SUVARNABHUMI
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PLAN ARCHITECT

NURSE DORMITORY, CHULALONGKORN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, BANGKOK
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MEET OUR TEAM
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NIKITA SIRICHAWLA Managing Director







Nikita Sirichawla is the Managing Director of ICM Technology (Thailand) Co., Ltd. She comes from a background of prominent Real Estate Development Family and has extensive experience in Marketing and Government Relations. Nikita demonstrates high professional level of experience, competence and has broad knowledge, understanding, and professional judgement in this field.
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NUKUL RUANGUTAI Senior Consultant







Nukul Ruangutai Senior finance professional focused on developing processes, streamlining procedures, and finding innovative, cost-effective solutions. Adept at using cutting-edge business strategies to increase procuctivity. Successful at managing multiple assignments while meeting tight deadlines. He has an Executive MBA in General Business Management.
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SATIT CHEWCHANPATIBUT Factory Manager & Acting Operating Manager







Satit Chewchanpatibut is our factory manager and also action operating manager. He has an experience in engineering process management for over 15 years, with 1 year experience as a production manager in Eco Krete Technology Co., Ltd. Mr. Satit holds a Bachelor's degree in Industrial Engineer and Engineering Management.
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THANATKORN PHAKDEE Sales Manager







Thanatkorn Phakdee is our Sales Manager of ICM Technology. His primary focus is developing relationships with clients, new projects and product sales. He has a background in Engineering with 20 years of experience in the sales and construction industry.
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CHALERMCHAI KONGKUNGVAL Legal Consultant







Chalermchai Kongkungval is our legal expert and consultant with experience in solving issues affecting the construction industry. With his strong knowledge, abilities, and 30 years of legal experience, he can help solve any legal issues that may present itself. Mr.Chalermchai holds a Bachelor's degree in Law from Ramkhamhaeng University. Barrister from the Institute of Legal education of the Thai Bar. Master of Public and Private Management (MPPM) from the National Institute of Development Administration (NIDA).

















Contact Us













16 Soi Phatthanakan 54,
Suan Luang, Bangkok,
Thailand 10250





 
[email protected]







+66 (0)2 115 2242 

+66 (0)2 115 5442










facebook/icmtechglobal





























Our high quality, yet cost-effective concrete and nanomaterial products use a unique patented
proprietary technology that helps to reduce construction time and keeps costs low.
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